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 1    Agent holding boy is about 
to nod off (6)
 4 Dukes flanking English girl, 
as stated (8)
 9 Ambridge resident is a royal 
girl (6)
 10 Against girl, Italian woman 
(8)
 12 Commented about does 
around boy (8)
 13 Boy with three points on 
camera attachments (6)
 15 Penny and boy’s farm truck 
(4)
 16 Support girl by junction, 
driving (10)
 19 Some healthy stallion 
holding boy is very funny (10)
 20 Particle from active boy (4)
 23 Home Counties boy from 
France is placid (6)
 25 Highly moral folk’s word 
plays about girl (8)
 27 Wayward dean without boy 
is now tough (8)
 28 Take boy to court old widow 
(6)
 29 Wandering sheep with boy, 
recipient of an NT letter (8)
 30 Leading alpinist nurtures 
boy from the mountains (6)

DOWN

 1 Showing injury, frightened 
about start of raid (7)
 2 Include revised cops’ names 
(9)
 3 French lad with clothes taken 
from French revolutionary (6)
 5 Sentamu’s old signature on 
dress lifted (4)
 6 Coffee half-hourly, not so long 
ago (8)
 7 In more ways than one, they 
may make a fine spray (5)
 8 Sedated, oddly determined 
(4,3)
 11 US state or country girl (7)
 14 Awkward pause with Kevin 
Pietersen initially having to state 
his opinion boldly (5,2)
 17 Send back crowd actor with 
crash diet (9)
 18 ABs began modifying large 
cushions used as seats (8)
 19 One held to get on with army 
(7)
 21 Hash can appear in Tommy’s! 
(4,3)
 22 Girl who says how she tilts? 
(6)
 24 Hurried, getting caught by 
Henry’s farm (5)
 26 And another girl who tilts, 
we’re told (4)
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